Ecokinetics : A Dance Film Inquiry by Sperling, Jody
Abstract 
For my MFA thesis project, I created a series of three dance films— ​Plastic Virus,​ ​Single 
Use, ​and ​Fly​—that explore ecological themes. In ​Plastic Virus, ​ I dance in a costume 
constructed from more than a hundred plastic bags and suggest how plastic pollution, like 
a global pandemic, has contaminated us inside and out. With ​Single Use,​ I continue the 
theme of plastic pollution, and the use of the plastic-bag costuming, while dancing on city 
streets and in a wooded landscape. With ​Fly,​ I employ the technique of stop-motion 
animation to investigate how my dancing body can echo, extend, and interact with 
elements of a landscape. All three films sprung from a new dance inquiry that I 
developed called ​ecokinetics ​that concerns the relationship between the moving body and 
environmental systems. Ecokinetics may be employed as a generative tool for 
dancemaking that engages with climate change. 
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For my thesis project, I created a series of three dance films exploring ecological themes. 
All three films sprung from a new dance inquiry that I developed called ​ecokinetics ​that 
concerns the relationship between the moving body and environmental systems. The first 
film, ​Plastic Virus​ (2:30), was created at the outset of the coronavirus pandemic and was 
published on YouTube on April 15, 2020. It was also featured in Purpose Earth, a global 
virtual event promoting ecologically-centered arts on June 21. In the video, I dance in a 
costume created from more than a hundred plastic bags in the basement of my apartment 
building where discarded plastic is normally laid to rest. Instead, in this piece, the plastic 
springs to life with my movements and suggests viral forms. Thus, I hint at a parallel 
between the current global pandemic and the ongoing crisis of plastic pollution which has 
contaminated our bodies and the planet with unforeseen health consequences.  
I continued the investigation of plastic pollution with my next thesis film, ​Single 
Use​ (9:10). For this work, I took my plastic-bag costume outside and danced on the 
streets of Broadway and in a wooded landscape in upstate New York. Here, I blurred the 
distinction between the built environment and Nature, between garbage and burgeoning 
flora, between dereliction and desirability. Lastly for my third film, ​Fly​ (4:04), I 
investigated how my body could echo, extend, and interact with elements of a Catskills 
landscape, including a fallen tree, a waterfall, wet snow on a meadow, and a pine stump. 
Fly​ used stop-motion animation as a technology to extrapolate my movements in ways 
that conjure the motion syntax present in each site. I offered an online presentation of all 
three films on July 8, 7pm EDT via Zoom with a conversation with the audience about 
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the creative process. ​Single Use​ will be released for public viewing on YouTube on July 
22 at 7pm EDT and​ Fly ​will follow on July 29 at 7pm.  
 
Background and Research 
 
What is Ecokinetics? 
 
I began my thesis project by defining and engaging in a new dance inquiry called 
ecokinetics.​ I conceived of ecokinetics as a corollary to ecoacoustics, a mode of 
environmental music composition pioneered by Matthew Burtner, a long-time music 
collaborator of mine. As Burtner defines it, ecoacoustics “embeds environmental systems 
into musical and performance structures using new technologies.” While ecoacoustics 
abstracts environmental processes into musical forms, it has the potential to go beyond 
sonification​, that is, the rendering of environmental sound data into music. Burtner 
elaborates, “[T]he composer may develop a syntax based on these natural processes, and 
create new patterns extended from these models.” 
As I envision it, ecokinetics follows a similar compositional model. Here the 
choreographer attends to the syntax of motion (rather than sound) at a site and may make 
new patterns of human movement echoing, expanding on, and interacting with this 
perceived syntax. The new “technologies” of ecokinetics are the human body and, in the 
case of my thesis project, the video processes which capture and translate my motions 
within the screenspace. In every environment, whether natural or human-made, there 
exists a matrix of motion. Sometimes the motion is visible, such as the cascading 
waterfall of a woodland stream or the rush of traffic on a city avenue. Other times, the 
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movement is invisible, such as an updraft near a felled tree at the edge of a clearing, or a 
cyclonic wind pattern on a city sidewalk. With ecokinetics, I have been developing a 
framework for perceiving such motion and rendering it into dance patterns. E​cokinetics is 
not a prescriptive mode for dancemaking. Rather, it is a mindset, a bodyset, a philosophy, 
a generative tool for dance composition that relates the human to all the places where 
she/he/they move. 
 
Dance and Climate Change 
 
My interest in forging ecokinetics grew out of my concern for making dance work that 
engages with climate change. ​Climate change is an unfolding global catastrophe of 
horrifying proportions. The human-caused changes to our atmosphere are threatening not 
only the continued existence of civilization as-we-know-it but also the survival of every 
living being on our planet. Everything any one of us chooses to do now comes in the 
context of the ascendant anthropocene, the geological age defined by human activity.  
A root cause for climate inaction is a lack of sensory awareness of the 
environmental changes being wrought all around us. Many people, especially the more 
privileged among us, live lives almost entirely in climate-controlled environments. For 
instance, no matter how hot it is outside, many people will still have to bring sweaters to 
the office. I believe that reckoning with the changing world involves a sensory awakening 
in each of us. I believe that dance can help us apprehend climatic changes in a visceral 
way that goes beyond cognition to a deeper way of knowing. We have to stop thinking of 
climate change as only ​happening “out there,” as in the melting Arctic or the burning 
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Amazon, but as a phenomenon that is drastically changing our own habitats, wherever we 
live. Ecokinetics is my deeply personal way of entering this reckoning.  
In her seminal climate change manifesto, ​This Changes Everything​, Naomi Klein 
notes that climate solutions are less about “the mechanics of solar power than the politics 
of human power” and require a shift of such power “away from corporations and toward 
communities” (25). The solutions for the climate emergency—halting greenhouse gas 
emissions and building resilience—require significant societal change and collective 
ways of thinking. Dance, among the arts, has tremendous potential as an asset in the 
struggle for climate action and justice. As ​Brigid Delaney, points out in a recent editorial 
in ​The Guardian​, “the disembodied nature of our communication is related to the 
increasing toxicity of our interactions and public discourse.” She proposes dancing as a 
“medicine for grief” and as satisfying the collective hunger we face to connect with one 
another (Delaney).  
Dancing is not the same kind of activism as going to a protest, signing a petition 
or donating to a cause. Nonetheless, dance itself can be a form of activism. Dance can 
help stimulate a deeper level of consciousness, which is an essential component of 
enacting significant change on an individual and societal level. ​Environmental 
dancemaker Jill Sigman points out that we need a “both, and” approach that includes 
traditional activist strategies and dance as a means of changing consciousness. She 
explains that “To move away from our cultural mindset of extraction and exploitation—a 
root cause of the climate emergency—we need the fine-grained, embodied work of 
dance. Dance allows us to shift this deeply-rooted capitalist consciousness and become 
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more present to what is instead of what we can have” (Sigman). While dancemaking 
operates within capitalist systems, it can—as an endeavor that often results in an 
ephemeral product and scant profit—disrupt consumerist modes of being. 
 
Review of Literature & Work of Other Artists 
 
Challenging the “business as usual” mentality is foundational to climate action and has 
also been at the center of many movements in dance history. Since its inception, modern 
dance has sought to disrupt societal conventions and create change in the world. This 
change has often taken the form of freeing dancers from the stage and setting them into 
motion in the outside world. Beginning in the 1940s and continuing to this day, the 
legendary centegennarian dancemaker Anna Halprin began taking this spirit of dance 
activism into an ecological arena. While Halprin’s vast oeuvre is far too extensive to 
encapsulate here, it is worth pointing out a few salient features of her work. She often has 
explored dancing in outdoor sites, such as sandy beaches, fields of wheat, or city streets, 
and has sought to derive movement material relating the body to these sites.  
Underlying these experiments is a core line of thought: “You’re not the center of the 
universe. You’re a part of it. So how do you deal with all that isn’t you?” (Halprin 27). 
As if in response to Halprin’s question, the ecological philosopher Timothy Morton 
posits his concept of ​the mesh​, a network of invisible threads that connect everything and 
everyone in the universe to everything and everyone else (Morton 28-33). That we are all 
inextricably interconnected is a fact. If we continually remind ourselves of this fact, we 
can start to dissolve our limited notion of individual consciousness and think collectively. 
This expanded consciousness allows for an experience of radiating embodiment, a 
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sensation of physical interconnectedness with all beings and the planet. Such a sensation 
often underlies the creative and activist impulse. One of the highlights of Halprin’s 
environmental work has been the development of her ​Planetary Dances​, an annual 
gathering and community ritual of healing performed on Mount Tamalpais near San 
Francisco (Gerber).  
This ongoing experience contains elements of ritual, community building, and 
connection with the earth that are all evident in the work of later contemporary 
choreographers. Amongst the many dance artists who have been actively engaging with 
climate and environmental themes are Eiko Otake (on her own and with her partner 
Koma), Jennifer Monson, Jill Sigman, Lynn Neuman, and Davalois Fearon.  
In their seminal site-work ​River​ (1995), Eiko and Koma float in a body of water 
and drift along with currents downstream. As Otake says, “we come to the river as guests 
. . . But we are not the only guests. Bats, insects, wind, twilight, moon, mist, children, 
geese, and fishermen also visit the river, and they do not seem to mind us being with 
them for a night” (Otake 188). Here, ​River​ inhabits an actuality where humans are guests 
in other creatures’ homes, coexisting harmoniously, rather than playing the role of 
hunters or specimen collectors. By participating in the watching, audiences too may 
experience a normally-elusive sense of connection with the landscape and all its 
inhabitants.  
Along these lines, Monson has developed ongoing collaborative practices of 
engagement between artists, scientists, and local inhabitants that explore urban ecological 
sites. Monson’s book ​A Field Guide to iLanding​ compiles dozens of movement scores 
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that readers may implement on their own. The instructions are open-ended, intended as 
prompts for sensory awakenings and integrating mind-body experiences. Score 63, 
“Perceiving a Wind’s Effect,” is similar to a wind-sensing practice I have been engaging 
in independently for many years. An excerpt reads as follows: 
Follow the path of the tall grass each time the wind blows.  
When you feel it blow, note on which side of your face you feel it. . . .  
Note where the garbage lies and is blown.  
Stop when the wind seems to blow in all directions and try to note the dominant 
direction. 
Walk that way. (Monson 60) 
 
What is meaningful about this approach is that Monson and collaborators provide a way 
of relating to the environment that is predicated on listening and following. This sensory 
awakening cultivates a mind/bodyset that is neither extractive nor invasive. In my 
personal ecokinetics practice, and when I teach or rehearse, I work with the dynamic 
interaction of breath and wind. We also come to understand how by merely moving and 
breathing we change the atmosphere around us, how when we pass through space we 
create a wake in our midst and how our body heat changes the temperature and humidity 
in our immediate surroundings. 
Lynn Neuman and Jill Sigman are two contemporary choreographers who have 
been engaging with climate change in their work, while often focusing on the issues of 
waste. As she tells it, Neuman came to environmental dancemaking when she got a dog 
and started looking down while walking on the streets. She began to notice the inordinate 
quantities of plastic littering the pavement. This trash gets swept down drains and often 
ends up in the ocean where it accumulates into massive gyres. Neuman wondered how 
she could communicate to the public about plastic pollution and she decided “to go where 
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the people are and where trash is” (Neuman). She developed dances where the performers 
wore costumes fabricated from reclaimed plastics. She then took her projects from the 
theater to Coney Island and Manhattan Beach, urban sites with plenty of buried plastics. 
In conjunction with the performances, she gathered volunteers for beach clean-ups. Since 
these initial forays, environmental projects for Neuman’s dance company Artichoke have 
expanded to other forms. ​Visioning Bodies ​(2019) took the form of a collaborative, 
community-oriented, site-specific dance exploring environmental issues in the Los 
Angeles River basin. 
Sigman has explored our disposable culture in very different ways than Neuman. 
Sigman describes ​Our Lady of Detritus​ (2009), conceived with composer-vocalist Kristin 
Norderval, as “a portable, interdisciplinary performance installation about trash and 
transcendence”​ ​(thinkdance.org). Sigman continued the trash theme with her ​Hut​ series. 
As detailed in her book ​Ten Huts​, the series consisted of ten interactive performance 
installations unfolding between 2009 and 2015 in such disparate locales as her Brooklyn 
studio, the Oslo Opera House, and the Ringling Museum. For each hut, she hand-built a 
structure—small but large enough to contain numerous humans—out of “castoff objects, 
things we call garbage” (Sigman). In each location, the garbage she encountered revealed 
much about the local residents, communities, and industries. In Norway, for instance, 
Sigman’s hut found structural support in a pair of discarded skis (Sigman 75).  
Collecting and building each hut was part of the performance. Being witnessed 
sorting through trash, cleaning and assembling the materials, was an important point of 
contact for Sigman and her audiences. The performance component of the installation 
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varied greatly from site to site, but often involved inviting the audience inside for tea 
brewed from local weeds and serving reclaimed or donated food. By re-valuing trash, 
Sigman’s huts offer a cutting critique of consumerism. As Sigman says, “Because [the 
huts] are made of waste, they are spaces outside of the consumer world and off the map 
of ‘normal’ social transactions” (Sigman 4). The huts challenge conventional hierarchies 
of value, disrupting “business as usual” economies of extraction and exploitation. 
Fearon is a choreographer whose work confronts intersectional issues including 
racism, environmental justice, and climate change. ​Fearon’s ​Consider Water ​(2017) 
relates to Fearon’s personal and familial experiences with limited access to clean drinking 
water in Jamaica. The concept for this work was partly fueled by a ​conversation between 
the choreographer and a United Nations official about fresh water’s increasing scarcity 
and its importance geopolitically ​(​Loeffler-Gladstone​). While access to clean water has 
long been problematic for disadvantaged groups, climate change is greatly exacerbating 
existing hardships and inequities. In one section of ​Consider Water,​ ​Fearon has two 
dancers randomly pass out cups to audience members. A third performer pours water into 
some, but not all, of the cups. This enacts, within the performance situation, real-life 
inequities about who has access to water, a ​life-sustaining resource. Fearon concludes 
performances with talkbacks for audiences to unpack how this experience of deprivation, 
even in a limited context, could create more empathy for those whose basic human needs 





Model for Climate-Engaged Art 
In the process of evaluating the work of the aforementioned dance artists and many others 
who are engaging with environmental themes and climate change, I have come to notice 
recurring approaches, deployed toward: 
● increasing awareness 
● creating ritual experiences 
● allowing for transformative thought 
● cultivating empathy for  
○ the dispossessed 
○ non-human beings (plants & animals) 
○ the geophysical (non-beings) 
● modeling interconnectedness 
● building community 
● facilitating action. 
I see these tactics as building upon one another. Often the engagement begins 
with ​increasing awareness​ of an issue or set of issues through the content of the 
performance itself, such as plastic pollution (Neuman) or water scarcity (Fearon). The 
performance often ​creates a ritual encounter ​with the audience to allow for the 
possibility of ​transformative thought.​ We see ritual come to the fore particularly strongly 
with Sigman’s ​Huts ​and Monson’s iLand scores. Such encounters, or other aspects of the 
performance, may seek to​ model interconnectedness ​(as in Halprin’s ​Planetary Dance​) or 
cultivate empathy for the dispossessed ​(Sigman’s ​Huts​ and Fearon’s ​Consider Water​)​ as 
well as the non-human and the geophysical ​(Eiko & Koma’s​ River​). Understanding the 
interdependence of beings in global ecosystems and experiencing empathy across identity 
barriers are critical mindsets, almost prerequisites, for motivating climate action. 
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Community building​ may be implicit or an explicit aspect of the work creation 
and an integral component of ​facilitating action​ in one form or another. I do not see the 
success of a climate-engaged performance as limited to the action end-goal but in 
activating spectator responses along this spectrum, so as to set societal and cultural 
change in motion. The aim is not to limit what constitutes activism but to see it play out 
in numerous embodied and consciousness-expanding ways. Recently, the 
intersectionality of the climate crisis is coming to the fore, with the importance of climate 
and environmental justice moving from the periphery to the center of the climate 
movement. The highlighting of dance during Black Lives Matter protests offers another 
instance of the convergence between dance and activism, where consciously-performed 




Previous Practices  
 
I have been engaging with climate change creatively since 2014, when I was invited by 
Dr. Robert Pickart of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution to participate in a polar 
science mission to the Chukchi Sea as the first and, to-date, only 
choreographer-in-residence aboard the US Coast Guard Cutter Healy icebreaker. During 
the expedition, I was able to dance on sea ice at a dozen deployments and upon return 
began collaborating with Burtner on ​Ice Cycle,​ which transported the Arctic icescape to 
the stage. Climate change has had drastic impacts in the Arctic and has led to a vast 
reduction in sea ice. With ​Ice Cycle​, I sought to cultivate empathy for sea ice and to make 
audiences have a more immediate sensation of its beauty and its imperiled condition. In 
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2018, I enrolled in the MFA program at Montclair State University with the intention to 
continue developing the creative and conceptual underpinnings of my climate-based 
work.  
My creative projects during the course of my studies have focused on advancing 
my understanding of the relationship between the moving body and the environment. In 
Summer 2018, I began developing a solo based on reproducing fractal patterns which are 
an organizing principle of natural systems. For my Fall 2018 Special Projects course, I 
took this exploration into research and development of a pedagogical method, Fractal 
Pathways. Here, reproducing naturally occuring fractal patterns became a way to advance 
one’s dance technique and embodied presence. This method is the precursor to my 
ecokinetics inquiry. For my Spring 2019 course with Dr. Penelope Hanstein, I developed 
a theoretical model of an ecologically-informed dance pedagogy and performance 
practice. ​(See fig. 1, 2 in Appendix.) 
In September 2018 and 2019, I produced the first and second annual Spot for 
Dance festivals, respectively, which took my environmental inquiry into an urban setting 
with a focus on community building. ​This work party grew out of my service on the 
Community Board 7 (CB7) Broadway Task Force, an Upper West Side committee 
convened to explore an alternative vision of the city’s most iconic thoroughfare. We 
began meeting in 2017 with the aim of enacting a better-designed Broadway (between 
59th-110th Streets) that was safer, more sustainable, more vibrant, more 
pedestrian-friendly, more accessible, provided better alternative transport via bikes and 
buses, and supported a healthier retail environment. ​In conjunction with CB7, I 
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programmed the Spot for Dance festivals on Broadway between 100th-101st Streets for 
Park(ING) Day, an international open-source event in which people occupy and 
transform curbside parking spaces into public places to draw attention to the 
misallocation of public land towards subsidizing private, CO2-emitting vehicle storage. 
In 2019, we partnered with the American Society for Landscape Architects (ASLA) that 
transformed six parking spaces into a stage, a mini-park, an informational exchange area, 
and a playground for kids. Our goal was to change public perception of the streetscape 
and to see the potential for a narrow strip of pavement to be a site for recreation, culture, 
and community engagement.  
The first festival featured an iteration of ​Wind Rose​, my collaboration with 
Burtner that visualizes changing wind patterns. For the second festival, I created ​Grid,​ a 
new dance for six women using ecokinetics tools. We met onsite during the rehearsal and 
made observations about the movement dynamics of people, cars, objects, and 
atmosphere. We gathered the emergent actions, assembling them into movement phrases 
and improvisational structures. The dance made a play on the downstream vector of 
Broadway’s traffic while also alluding to pre-Colonial ecologies.  
I opened the 2019 festival with a Land Use Acknowledgement, explicitly 
recognizing our present-day location on unceded land of the Lenape people. This stretch 
of Broadway overlays the Lenape’s ​Wickquasgeck trail, which once crossed streams, 
open fields, and wove through a forest of pin oak, chestnut, poplar, and pine. ​Grid​ ended 
with the dancers standing on Broadway’s tree-planted meridian—a ghostly reminder of 
previous ecosystems—and exclaiming aloud their feelings about climate change. Their 
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shouts, however, were rendered inaudible to sidewalk spectators by the din of the passing 
automobile traffic; the dance’s final moment thus echoed the way pleas for action on 
climate become lost in the wind. ​In the wake of Covid-19, transforming the streetscape 
has taken on new urgency and prominence in public view. Parking spaces have been 
repurposed for outdoor dining throughout the city—Metro Diner has even taken over the 
former stage of Spot for Dance. Open Streets have closed roadways to vehicular traffic, 
while allowing pedestrians room to gather safely with social distancing. Proposals for 
School Streets transform streets as sites for outdoor learning. Finally, we are entering an 
historical moment where radically re-envisioning the status quo of how we inhabit space 




With my thesis films ​Plastic Virus ​and ​Single Use​, I continued my climate and 
environment-based research into the arena of plastic pollution. In ​Single Use, ​I inhabit the 
same stretch of Broadway that I investigated with ​Grid, ​at the Spot for Dance festival, 
with the intention of delving into a deeper examination of the site. With ​Fly​, I synthesize 
and put into practice the somatic lessons gleaned from my Fractal Pathways special 
project and the theoretical model for a dance ecology developed in Dr. Hanstein’s course. 




The process of making my thesis films began with a choreographic project for the stage 
that could not be realized in the wake of Covid-19. I find it necessary to share the details 
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of what was originally intended in order to show how these ideas morphed into the 
projects that I was able to realize during a global pandemic. My dance company was to 
have had a two week residency at The Center at West Park (on Amsterdam Avenue at 
86th Street) which would have culminated in four live performances of a new work 
entitled ​Plastic Harvest,​ from May 14 to May 16. In the weeks leading up to the 
performance, we would have performed in-progress excerpts of the new work in curbside 
parking spaces leading from my house to the performance venue. I held five company 
rehearsals (February 27, March 5, 6, 12 and 13) before shelter-in-place orders went into 
effect in New York City. 
At the outset, I knew I wanted to collaborate with Matthew Burtner again. We 
were interested in furthering an entwined music-dance process we had begun with ​Wind 
Rose​. In that piece, I created a sequence of eight movements each of which made a sound 
with the aid of a Loie Fuller-inspired costume apparatus. Burtner then composed these 
sounds into a fugue that became the basis for the choreographic score. Pertaining to my 
ecokinetics inquiry, I was interested in how breath and air movements created 
action-sounds that could be shaped through the technologies/instruments of the moving 
body and costuming in both a streetscape setting and onstage. 
We wanted to make the theme of our environmental exploration plastic pollution. 
The issue of plastic pollution is closely related to climate change. The use of plastic 
touches upon everything that is wrong with global capitalist systems: the way profit 
drives policy; the way resources are extracted destructively; the way we pollute our 
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planet and contaminate our insides; the way harms accrue inequitably; and the way 
economic systems continue to perpetuate unsustainable lifestyles.  
With a pre-pandemic mindset, Burtner and I dreamed up scenarios for the dance, 
which we began to call ​Plastic Harvest.​ We felt it was important to create a ritual 
experience for the audience and thus, in my formulation, allow for transformative 
thought. We imagined a processional of plastic detritus passed from hand-to-hand 
through the audience, snaking up to the stage. We imagined five dancers whirling in 
embodiment of the five major ocean gyres—a kind of macro-ecokinetics. We imagined 
live percussionists hurling plastic trash at the dancers who whirled on and then later 
stopped to “harvest” these scraps and collect them in their costumes. He composed a 
mournful plastic song which represented the sound of the plastic trapped inside our 
bodies. 
I knew we must make plastic costumes for the dance. These costumes had to do 
two things: produce sounds evocative of natural processes and extend the body in ways 
that allowed for transformation. I began meeting with costume designer Lauren Gaston, a 
new collaborator, who focuses on sustainable design. I came to her with three different 
concepts: 1) a costume made out of water bottles cut into spiral coils; 2) a harvest 
costume idea; 3) plastic capes à la Loie Fuller. The biggest challenge we faced was 
finding a way to make durable garments out of single-use plastics. Gaston took on the 
challenge, producing amazing sketch after sketch, each different than the next, before we 
settled upon two designs. The first was a costume made out of long strips of Tyvek with 
green plastic rings, made from reclaimed Mountain Dew bottles, as weights. The second 
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was a mesh dress to which plastic bags could be fastened. Gaston brought the unfinished 
prototypes to our company rehearsal on Thursday, March 12.  
Immediately it was clear to me the potential for the mesh plastic bag costume. I 
had brought a collection of more than a hundred plastic bags accumulated by myself, 
family, friends, and the dancers. We gathered around one dancer, Maki Kitahara, and 
began tying the bags on the dress. It felt like a bridal ritual. The plastic bag costume made 
a fantastic array of sounds and shapes. Each dancer improvised with it in turn, and we 
began to generate movement material. We also improvised with the unfinished fringe 
costume and discovered its percussive potential as well as its proclivity to tangle.  
We knew at our final group rehearsal on Friday, March 13 that we would not be 
meeting together for some time. We felt an urgency to continue working until the last 
moment. By the end of the rehearsal we had gathered considerable material, large chunks, 
but not a formed piece. ​Plastic Harvest ​as we envisioned it was not to be enacted, but the 




As shelter-in-place orders loomed, my family decided to relocate temporarily upstate. 
Late in the night before we left, on March 17, I took my plastic-bag costume into the 
stairwell and basement of my building, set up two iPhones on the floor, and shot some of 
the material we had developed in the studio. I began near the recycling bins, feeling 
myself a kind of mutant garbage monster sprung to life. ​From an ecokinetics perspective, 
I had embodied the habitat of trash.​ ​Then I realized as I crouched, rising and falling, that 
the costume mimicked the rounded and protuberant form of a coronavirus.  
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Plastic pollution is a problem of global proportions and personal consequences. 
Made from fossil fuels, plastics are materials that don’t biodegrade but rather break into 
smaller and smaller pieces. Plastics that accumulate in the oceans decay into 
microplastics that are swallowed by sea life and then ingested by us. A recent study 
shows that humans may consume as many as “39,000 to 52,000 microplastic particles a 
year” (Gibbens). In addition, we ​inhale ​microplastics, so that our total consumption may 
exceed 74,000 ​particles annually (Gibbens). Like a virus, microplastics are a lurking 
danger, penetrating our digestive systems and lungs without our knowledge. Plastic 
pollution is akin to a ​global pandemic, one that has contaminated the whole earth, making 
ourselves and our planet sick. Crouching there in my basement, I tried to consider the 
weight of this actuality in movement. I imagined all the plastic within me, glowing neon, 
and flaring out as if it were the motivator of my actions. The basement’s bleak 
fluorescent lighting and confining grey walls perfectly mirrored the heightened fear and 
uncertainty of that moment. A few weeks later, I edited this footage into the first of my 
thesis dance-films, ​Plastic Virus​. In the editing, I focused on the percussive and rhythmic 
aspects of each cut, so that the sound of the plastic bags constituted the score for the 
piece.  
Towards the end of April, I was ready to take up the thesis project anew. I decided 
on a two-pronged investigation. One route would take ecokinetics as a practice into the 
landscape around my temporary home in the Catskills. I would wear plain white pants 
and a turtleneck that would grow progressively muddier and stained with each outdoor 
rehearsal. In my ecokinetic sessions—part somatic training, part rehearsal, part 
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performances for camera—I furthered a practice I had articulated in Dr. Hanstein’s 
course,  of “how to shed the ‘I’ while entering the ​mes​.” ​(See fig. 1, 2 in Appendix.) ​In 
short, this was a way of losing oneself by experiencing a sense of interconnectedness 
with the environment. The other avenue for exploration would be continued work in the 
plastic-bag costume, both within this wooded setting and then later, as opportunity 
allowed, back in Manhattan, on city streets. 
Although the property where I was staying was small, it was blessed with a 
variety of natural features suggesting a vaster wilderness than was actually present. In 
April and May, I danced and organized shoots at seven different country locations (April 
22, 25, 28, May 2, 7, 9 & 16) and two on city streets (May 4 & 21). The main challenge 
in the country was not having a proper film crew. For a few of the upstate shoots, I 
persuaded my partner and our 8 year-old daughter to occupy the roles of Camera 
Operator and Production Assistant respectively. My daughter excelled at catching 
fly-away plastic bags and occasionally took a turn dancing with them herself. Eventually, 
however, I opted to do the country shooting myself with a tripod, so that I could exercise 
control over the footage captured and feel freer to experiment without my family 
watching my every move. My experience dancing and self-shooting in the Arctic 
prepared me well for this DIY project. As I reviewed the footage from each shoot, I 
developed a practice of grabbing still images and assembling them into gifs that 
encapsulated each exploration. I was influenced by Morton’s formulation about the 
importance of time in understanding ecology. He suggests that if you tinker with how you 
perceive time—as with a timelapse film—the motions of plants or glaciers might seem to 
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have an otherwise unobservable intentionality (Morton 43). Gif-making was my way of 
revealing, or constructing, hidden intentions in the landscape. 
In my rehearsals and each shoot, I focused on the ecokinetics concept of attending 
to the “syntax of motion” at each site and moving my body in a way that echoed, 
extended, and interacted with this motion. Dancing on a boulder at the base of a waterfall, 
the most evident movement is the flow of the water downstream. Navigating the 
steeply-slanted and uneven rockface, I found successive ways to roll down its surface in 
harmony with the water. I also paused to drink and to splash. It’s quite a different 
experience to flow over the topography of a rock than it is to roll on a smooth 
marley-covered dance floor. Uncomfortable and bumpy, yes, but also deeply satisfying 
for the sensation of becoming part of something larger than myself. And, with practice, I 
found progressively smoother pathways. 
Upstream from the waterfall, a fallen White Ash straddles the water. The trunk 
suggested a traverse pathway to me. I have witnessed numerous squirrels and chipmunks 
making the journey on that log across the stream, scurrying in fits and stops. I have seen 
deer and bears (a mother and two cubs), ambling along next to it. Aware of myself as a 
guest in this stream, I tried to make myself “at home” without being intrusive. I practiced 
crossing the fallen trunk again and again, staying crouched low, noticing the springy 
texture of the decaying bark, pausing to loll here and there, taking little sloth naps. One 
time I lept and on my landing, the bark gave way, so that I slipped and toppled over the 
side like a cartoon animal. 
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On May 9th, it snowed! I was making dinner and had not been planning to shoot 
that day but as enough snow accumulated to blanket the green grass, I realized this would 
be a one-time opportunity. I turned off the stove, grabbed my phone, and climbed with 
bare feet onto a tree stump, which had been the first “stage” I’d explored on the property. 
To give my feet relief from the cold wet wood, I found myself jumping. Ascending each 
time, I imagined myself as the ghost of the pine tree that had once stood here. Later, in 
the editing process, I strung-together the aloft frames so that I appeared to hover in flight 
(with a nod to choreographer David Parsons’s ​Caught​). I perceived myself as a kind of 
hummingbird-snow-fairy.  
My feet already freezing, I knew I still had to mark up the fresh snow blanketing 
an open stretch of grass. Time was of the essence. I plopped the tripod down quickly, and 
without any forethought, dove spreadeagle on the snow. I rolled and crawled, crouched 
and spun. With each maneuver my white outfit lapped up the wet snow, exposing the 
green underneath and soaking my skin. My feet burned with cold. I dashed through two 
quick takes before judging I had better stop.  
I found that allowing myself to get cold and wet and dirty was an integral part of 
the process. Dancing outside is uncomfortable, and that is okay. One day I danced briefly 
on what looked like soft inviting moss. In reality, it was sprinkled in sticky seed pods that 
stained my outfit with yellow splotches and tangled in my hair. Rolling, I smushed many 
bugs and got uncomfortably close to a surprised chipmunk emerging out of its hole. That 




Gif-making practice helped me arrive at the idea of using stop-motion animation 
as my chosen technology for embedding the motion syntax of each site into a 
compositional structure. Selecting freeze-frames, I could abstract my movement and 
compose actions between frames to extend the motion of the site. Following the 
conceptual model for ecokinetics, I used animation as a technology to “abstract 
environmental processes” into choreographic form. ​At the waterfall, the still frames were 
organized to echo the flow of water downstream. Further, by removing transitional 
moments, I made my actions appear more animal-like. The many local 
creatures—including chipmunks, squirrels, bears, deer, rabbits, robins, cardinals, 
white-throated sparrows, pine siskins, catbirds, grackles, hummingbirds, and many 
others—all have an ability to freeze in absolute stillness. With the log footage, I 
individually selected the frame duration of each image and the length of the gap between 
actions. My goal was to create a rhythm accentuating stillness and echoing the local 
inhabitants. In one protracted pause, I squat and regard the camera, as if a creature 
suddenly aware of an onlooker.  
Meanwhile,  I continued to practice in my plastic bag costume, trying out the 
material in different natural settings (in the waterfall, midstream, on the stump, and in the 
woods) and also on Broadway in and around where we held the Spot for Dance festivals. 
While the urban and rural settings might appear to be diametrically opposed, there are 
certain similarities. The Catskills location has a history of displacement of indigenous 
people, colonization, resource extraction, and cultivation. In the 19th century the giant 
hemlocks that populated the mountside were stripped of their bark, for use in the tanning 
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industry, and the denuded trees were left to wither and fall (Mack). For a century or so, 
this property was actively-cultivated farmland before being let to reforest about 45 years 
ago. The fallen White Ash, currently an endangered species, is one of a number of 
downed trees in these woods that have succumbed to blights, invasive insect and plant 
species, acid rain, and climate change.  
While the Catskills location is not entirely natural, neither is the Broadway 
location entirely artificial. Humans co-exists there with numerous other species of plants, 
birds, insects, rodents, and the like. As mentioned previously, if we could put on time 
goggles, we could see Broadway and the Lenape’s ​Wickquasgeck trail overlay, and we 
could smell the wildflowers in the meadow.  
The idea of a Nature existing outside the realm of human activity is persistently 
pervasive and false. According to Morton, in order to grapple with climate change, we 
must abandon “the​ idea of Nature,” which is “an ideological barrier to realizing how 
everything is interconnected” (Morton 99). Humans are ​part ​of nature, not outside of it. 
Cities are living ecosystems constructed by animals (humans) out of things they found 
and made on planet earth. Apartment buildings are as natural as beehives or spiderwebs. 
This argument follows Morton’s invocation of Richard Dawkins’s concept of ​extended 
phenotype​. In this view, an organism's DNA influence extends beyond its own biological 
processes to encompass environmental impacts as well. A beaver and its dam, or a human 
and its house, could be said to constitute an extended phenotype (Dawkins, qtd. in 
Morton 34).  
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For my first Broadway bag shoot (on May 4), I asked Lisa Orman, an advocate 
for open streets and a community partner with my Spot for Dance festivals, to be camera 
operator. I was interested in dancing in the middle of the avenue itself to draw attention 
to the lack of vehicles and the ever-more-urgent need to open up space for pedestrians on 
a permanent basis. It was a beautiful spring day, and I attracted a lot of enthusiastic 
attention from onlookers and even from the police. I saw a police car, and figured I 
should hide behind a tree until it passed. Instead, it rolled right up to where I was, and the 
police officer, a Black woman, called out the window: "Why'd you stop dancing?!" She 
had her phone ready to "shoot" me. I posed for a few pictures, we spoke a little about the 
creative process. In parting she called out to me, "Jody, you're awesome!"  
This was three weeks before George Floyd was murdered by the police. In the 
weeks following, I have returned, in my mind, again and again to my encounter with law 
enforcement as an example of my white privilege. Here I was able to dance, roll around 
on the street in a pile of plastic bags, and not only avoid getting arrested, mistreated or 
killed, but even receive compliments on my performance. How different might my 
experience have been if my skin were darker and the officer’s lighter?  
On May 21 (still before Floyd’s murder), I was able to do one more shoot on 
Broadway with Angela Hunter, a friend and neighbor who happens to be an acclaimed 
broadcast journalist. Finally, I had a professional crew! Even though she shot everything 
on an iPhone 6S and a selfie-stick, her camera work was great. She was also able to 
direct, making sure to get multiple takes from multiple angles of each shot I wanted. 
Hunter’s skills as a camera operator meant she was able to shoot long takes that were 
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dynamic from beginning to end. She moved with me, sometimes tracking my motion, 
sometimes approaching or backing away, which placed me in a constantly shifting 
relationship with the streetscape. The camera motion embedded in each take heightened 
visual interest and added to the narrative development.  
I decided to start the shoot by getting into my costume in front of Urban Outfitters 
on Broadway between 99th and 100th Streets. As underclothes, I was wearing my 
formerly white outfit, stained by dancing in grass and mud, and knew I had the look of a 
homeless person. Peering in the store window, I felt a rush of yearning—for new clean 
clothes, to be young and pretty, hip and fashionable. Hunter crafted the opening shot so 
that the camera’s eye first catches me looking into the store window from behind. The 
camera then moves around me to see what’s happening, before settling on a long close-up 
of my eyes. She framed the shot carefully, positioning a glint of sunlight reflecting off a 
car mirror to make my eyes seem to sparkle for a moment. The editing process was 
greatly facilitated by having an abundance of dynamic and well-crafted footage covering 
multiple angles with lots of in and out points.  
For this shoot, I let my character experience a broader range of emotions than 
previously. Upon getting dressed, she poses, feeling proudly adorned in her unusual 
outfit. She tears with abandon through the neighborhood claiming the streets as her own. 
Confronted with another clothing storefront, she retreats angrily. She sulks and is roused 
again before slumping helplessly against a grate. She staggers through the bushes and has 
a vision falling through to a land atop a waterfall. After stomping through the woods, she 
twirls in transcendence on the empty avenue. And then, like Cinderella, when the church 
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bells ring (the bells on the soundtrack were actual ambient sounds), she leaves the party 
wistfully. In some ways, the experience of shooting on Broadway was as much a 
performance as it was a shoot. There was a live audience of onlookers​—​including some 
repeat fans—who were not shy about expressing appreciation. In the midst of pandemic 
social distancing, this live feedback was most welcome.  
Encasing myself in so many plastic bags, I had not anticipated how much like 
garbage I could look or feel. Being willing to get down and dirty, I was freed to inhabit 
the role of the dispossessed, abandoned or derelict. Coming as I am from a place of white 
privilege, I can inhabit this down-and-out position without worrying about the 
consequences. I recognize this privilege carries responsibilities for generating dialogues 
on who is able to inhabit public spaces and how. The bag costume also facilitated a 
transformation resembling natural forms. I liked the mutability of the costume to echo 
both the natural evolving forms and urban refuse. The costume and the setting worked 
together to blur the distinction between what is human and non-human, natural and 
artificial. This is akin to the way I use my silk Loie Fuller costumes, to extend the body’s 
motion and to embody geophysical forces, such as ice flowing or wind blowing. With the 
plastic costume, I employ bags instead of silk to do the trick. Each bag is a membrane of 
organic matter—ancient lifestuff—compressed over millions of years into what we call 
fossil fuels, which is then transformed through chemical processes into its current form. 
In this sense, the plastic bag is as “natural” as silk which is human-made from the 
discarded casings of dead silkworms. 
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For the soundtrack, I highlighted ambient sounds and mixed in two of the tracks 
that Burtner had generated for ​Plastic Harvest​. The first track is a rhythmic sonification 
of plastic and comes in when my character gets going on a tear across the street. The 
second track is the plastic song that signifies the sound of microplastics contamination 
within the body. This more somber music comes in between the transition between the 
urban and rural setting, and I intended it to signal a change in the reality of the film to an 
inner vision or dreamscape.  
I shared all three of my thesis films in a Zoom presentation on July 8 that was 
attended by members of the dance faculty of Montclair State University, members of my 
MFA cohort, friends, and family. I created a slide presentation that laid out the 
conceptual underpinnings of the project and documented its phases of development. The 
process of preparing and delivering the presentation forced me to articulate a coherent 
narrative for the overall thesis project which became the framework for this document. 
The audience particularly responded to the way that the films confounded the distinction 
between the urban setting and the natural landscape. I was asked to discuss my choice of 
shoot locations and how I saw these places working together. One audience member 
commented on how the color of my costume helped contribute visually to the “colliding” 
of worlds. Another audience member, who had also attended the ParkING Day festivals, 
said that she viewed the moment when I traipsed through the woods in ​Single Use​ as an 
echo of the Lenape’s ​Wickquasgeck trail that I had invoked with my Land Use 
Acknowledgment. An ecologist and environmental justice activist who was present 
expressed strong enthusiasm for the project and sees a real need for artistic expression 
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within the environmental movement.​ She also commented on how plastic bags, as fossil 
fuels, were “natural.” I incorporated this idea and many of the others raised in the 
talkback into my subsequent writing. Overall, I was touched by the range of insightful 
commentary and appreciation given to the work.  
 
Discussion/Conclusion 
Analysis of Climate-Engaged Practices 
Despite working during the Covid19-era, I was able to activate most of the 
climate-engaged artistic practices in my thesis films that I extrapolated from examining 
the work of other artists. At a basic level, both ​Plastic Virus​ and​ Single Use​ take on a 
theme of plastic pollution with the aim of ​increasing awareness​ of this issue. For the 
Purpose Earth Symposium screening of ​Plastic Virus ​in June, I provided a voice narration 
for the video that made explicit the connection between plastic pollution and global 
health. After the July 22 screening of ​Single Use​, I programmed a conversation with 
Jennifer Congdon of Beyond Plastics, an environmental policy expert and activist. The 
mission of Beyond Plastics is “to end plastic pollution by being a catalyst for change at 
every level of our society” (Beyond Plastics Website). In our conversation, in addition to 
discussing the issue to raise awareness, I prompted Congdon to provide listeners with 
concrete action items they might take to reduce their plastic footprint and to advocate for 
policy. In this way, I see the film as a potential vehicle for ​facilitating action.  
Throughout my thesis process, I worked to create​ ritual experiences​. With ​Fly,​ I 
developed a somatic-based ritual for connecting my body-mind to each selected site. The 
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ritual involved listening for atmospheric movement and sensations, immersing myself in 
a tactile exploration of the physical environment, and following arising kinetic impulses. 
My ritual practice allowed for the emergence of a movement vocabulary entrenched in 
locality. Unfortunately, I was not able to offer audiences the opportunity to engage in a 
communal ritual experience as I had imagined with ​Plastic Harvest.​ With ​Single Use, 
though, I was able to present onscreen the dressing and undressing ritual I had developed 
with my plastic bag costume. Sharing this ritual allows viewers to see how I constructed 
my character consciously and enacted transformation.  
The use of the plastic bag costuming helps ​allow for transformative thought, ​by 
suggesting that what might seem a pile of trash or a sleeping homeless person, could 
alternatively be a gigantifying coronavirus or flowering shrubbery. The breakdown in 
barriers between what is perceived as human, animal, urban or rural helps allow for 
c​ultivating empathy for​ the dispossessed, the non-human, and the geophysical.​ ​In the 
opening shot in ​Single Use,​ I feel as one who lacks, one who is shut out. With ​Fly,​ I 
situate my experiments in relation to the play of bear cubs and the watchful eye of their 
mother who spent a few days hanging out in the very spot where I danced. Here I am 
aiming to cultivate the sort of cross-species empathy which is contained within Morton’s 
idea of ​the mesh​. But I also inhabit and touch the space of the non-living—the trash, the 
street, the waterfall, the snow—in ways to cultivate empathy for non-beings. While it is a 
true challenge for a solo performer to ​model interconnectedness, ​I sought to do so by 
showing my human body in an inextricable relationship to habitat, in both urban and rural 
environments. The one engagement strategy that I was not able to address as I had 
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intended with my thesis project was ​building community.​ This is an area of much 
importance to me, and a focus of my company programs, but the social distancing 
requirements in the wake of coronavirus made in-person community programs impossible 
and virtual ones fell outside the scope of the thesis project. However, as I continue 
working on this material for the 2020 Spot for Dance festival, I see bringing community 
engagement to the fore. Lastly, with regard to ​facilitating action,​ as with the July 22 
talkback mentioned above, I hope to use future screenings of ​Single Use​ to continue 
advocating for anti-plastics policies, including reinstating New York State’s plastic-bag 
ban. 
The concept for my thesis project arose partially in response to Morton’s 
imperative for ecological art. One approach he suggests is for the artist to emphasize 
consciousness, “being caught in the headlights of our awareness of the mesh” (Morton 
105). This is a strategy that appeals to me. With my thesis project, I strove to discover 
afresh for each rehearsal and shoot, that entangled sense of interconnectedness with other 
beings, things, places, that is ​the mesh​. With ecokinetics, I am also striving to embody 
Dawkins’ notion of ​extended phenotype​ in the sense that I become inseparable from, and 
entwined with, my habitat. In ​Plastic Virus​, I am the monster in the basement.​ In Single 
Use, ​I am a creature of Broadway. In ​Fly, ​I am the fallen ash, the waterfall, the snowy 
meadow, and the ghost pine. 
Moving Forward 
The cessation of live performance during the Covid-19 pandemic has necessitated that 
dance artists make the transition from stage to digital spaces. With the future of 
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performance still uncertain, it seems likely that dance film will be one of the major 
outlets for choreographic production for some time to come. The experience of producing 
Plastic Virus​, ​Fly​, and ​Single Use​ has provided me with useful tools for continuing to 
choreograph meaningful work for the screen. On a practical level, I have achieved 
fluency with the video-editing software Final Cut Pro and have honed the craft of 
choreographing the cut. I intend to continue making dance films that explore 
environmental issues during this time and beyond.  
Importantly, the thesis afforded me the opportunity to put my theory of 
ecokinetics into practice. I intend to continue using ecokinetics as a generative tool for 
climate-engaged dance practice. In fall 2020, I will be teaching MFA students at Rutgers 
University a graduate repertory course that is rooted in ecokinetics. During the semester, 
I will be choreographing collaboratively with the students, online, to make work that sets 
them in motion in the disparate places where they are. I hope that in this pandemic era, 
ecokinetics​ ​can operate as a method for grounding oneself while staying connected with 
others creatively in the absence of social proximity.  
As I look forward, I also want to examine further how ecokinetics can be 
deployed in service of antiracism and dismantling white supremacy. I propose amending 
my model to include the notion of ​cultivating empathy​ ​for people across identity barriers 
(racial, ethnic, national, migration status, gender, sexuality, etc.). As mentioned 
previously, my white privilege allowed me to inhabit the role of a derelict in a marginal 
space without fear for my safety. In the future, how might I deploy my work to help open 
up safe spaces for Black Indigenous and People of Color (BIPOC)? How can I shift the 
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emphasis of the work I have been doing around climate change toward more of a focus 
on environmental justice and equity? How can I continue my ecokinetics inquiry while 
developing new collaborative relationships with communities of color? 
In September. I will have an opportunity to consider these questions as I produce 
the 3rd Annual Spot for Dance Festival for Park(ING) Day, which will be enacted partly 
online and partly onsite. I have started up rehearsals with my company via Zoom, and we 
are experimenting with ways to continue group choreography. We have also been having 
many conversations about what it means to stay connected and do antiracist work in these 
times. We are revisiting the material that started out as the not-yet-realized ​Plastic 
Harvest ​and made its way through ​Plastic Virus​ and ​Single Use​, and is now being 
scrunched and twisted through the internet into other forms. I am working with each of 
the six dancers to create their own plastic-bag costume and character that will play out in 
living rooms, parking spaces or driveways in their new/temporary locations of Rochester, 
Detroit, Lafayette (LA), Brooklyn,  Bayville Long Island, and on the Jersey shore.  
Interestingly, in our plastic bag costume exploration, issues of race have come to 
the fore. I asked each dancer to make a smock out of plastic bags. One dancer, who is 
white, wore a bag with a yellow smiley face and the message, “Have a nice day.” 
Another dancer, who is Black, by chance had only plastic bags from the store Target, and 
made a smock with a red target on her chest. Rather than shy away from the arising 
associations of being targeted, we have decided to work it and are continuing to design 
her costume made of red-and-white Target bags. I expect the emergent piece to combine 
solo films of each dancer with group Zoom moments. For the actual Park(ING) Day 
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event, I am in the process of planning a social-distancing performance at a site TBD that 
would offer a safe opportunity for audiences to gather on open streets. 
The coronavirus pandemic has shown the efficacy of collective action, when 
properly deployed, in protecting public health and well-being. By sheltering in place and 
wearing masks, millions of people acted in concert to effectively slow the progression of 
the virus through populations. (Unfortunately, we have also seen how the lack of 
coordinated action, propelled chaotically by corrupt and incompetent leadership in the 
US, has done just the opposite, contributing to a prolonged outbreak that has caused more 
than a hundred-thirty thousand deaths [to date] and jeopardizing the health and safety of 
millions of Americans.) While the pandemic has swept climate change out of the news 
cycle, global warming continues at an alarming rate, with recorded temperatures in the 
Arctic circle reaching over 100 degrees Farhenheit for the first time. Many in the 
environmental movement see Covid-19 as a “dry run” for climate change, exposing the 
many systemic weaknesses, inequities, and injustices in our current structures. With the 
crumbling of our political and economic systems comes an opportunity to envision a 
more just, equitable, and sustainable future. The pandemic has opened people’s minds to 
the hitherto unimaginable, and proposals that once seemed far-fetched—Green New 
Deal, Open Streets, expanded transportation alternatives, etc—are hovering in the realm 
of the possible.  
Back in March (pre-shutdown), I taught a workshop focusing on shared breath. 
We stood in a circle facing each other breathing deeply and reveling in the mingling of 
our warm moist breath with the cool dry atmosphere. That is a class I will never teach 
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again—but I do not have to. We have all learned the lesson, more deeply than I could 
have imagined, that we share one breath, one atmosphere. Now, more than ever, it is 
necessary to fight for climate justice, and this requires coordinated collective action. It 
also requires that a climate consciousness permeate everything that we do. This includes 
bringing climate awareness into the fields of dance and dance education. Young people 
are in despair about the future. They need tools to confront the crisis, process their grief 
and move through it so they may feel empowered to act. I offer ecokinetics as part of a 
dance climate toolkit to help dancemakers and dance educators engage meaningfully 
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Figure 1. Pedagogy for Artistic Practice (excerpt) 
Entangled Embodiment: How to Practice Shedding the “I” and Entering The Mesh 









Figure 2. Explanatory Model of the Dancemaking Process (excerpt) 
Entangled Embodiment: Shedding the “I” and Entering the Mesh  
(Submitted for Dr. Hanstein’s Spring 2019 Creative Practices Course) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
